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IMPROVED BACKPACK

The invention to which this application relates is a backpack. In particular,

but not limited to a backpack for use by soldiers and ground forces on

active duty.

The present invention also relates to a modular backpack, a convertible

backpack and a locking strap.

Outdoor backpacks, rucksacks and the like, for carrying a payload on the

back, are well known and in widespread use. Backpacks have been

developed for a whole variety of uses and activities including day sacks,

expedition sacks, rock climbing sacks, picnic sacks, etc.

Backpacks for civilian use, where the packs incorporate soft unsupported

back panels, are known, as are those with rigid or semi-rigid mounting

frames, especially where the frame is covered and forms an integral part

of the backpack construction. Also, cushioning inserts are usually provided

to increase user comfort. These are invariably integrated into the

substance of the pack within the region that contacts the back of the

wearer when the pack is being worn.

Specialist backpacks have long been provided for use by soldiers in

combat and assault situations, one of the most common and popular of

these in the UK being known as the Bergen. This type of pack has been

developed with a particular activity and environment in mind and in

consequence includes features less widely known that would not be

popular with members of the general public; features which are,

nevertheless, essential for the welfare and survival of the user of the

equipment.



Due to their nature and use, most specialist packs utilise external, non-

integral, mounting frames. Backpacks that utilise external mounting frames

are usually supplied with a bag or sack that has integral padded shoulder

straps, shoulder blade cushioning pads, back cushioning supports for the

lower back of the wearer, waist belt and buckle straps - all or most of these

elements being fixedly attached to the sack by stitching.

Of course in most combat and assault situations the user of the backpack

must be self-supporting and should ideally be able to carry out any running

repairs to equipment, etc, whilst still in engagement out in the field.

However, the extent of field servicing possible with current systems is

severely limited due to the various elements being integrated and

permanently stitched to the body of the sack. In some instances releasing

methods have been incorporated into bags or backpack configurations,

but these are often complex, fiddly, and are not well liked by the soldiers

that must use them.

In addition, backpacks for use by armed forces are often capacious so that

all equipment likely to be needed by the user, for extended survival out in

the field, can be carried in the one pack.

The sack of the backpack can be reduced in size to fit more closely

around the contents by compressing the sack using lateral side

compression straps. However, the extent to which sacks can be

compressed is currently restricted, due to the compression straps being

mounted only on the external lateral side walls of the sack and also by the

construction of the bottom of the sack, which does not allow easy folding.



Backpacks are sometimes used to carry guns, missiles and other large

pieces of equipment into battle, but this is recognised as improper use of

the pack and sometimes leads to accidents due to insecure and/or

unbalanced loading. There are currently no specialised carriers available

for carrying such equipment.

Backpacks and foundation garments that have vertically spaced,

horizontal straps on their outer surfaces are also known, and are used

when it is desired to mount utility bags, pouches and other objects

externally, such as with an assault pack. The purpose of an assault pack

is to mount as much as possible onto the outside of the pack for easy

access and use, thus avoiding the need to go rummaging in a sack looking

for a particular item; something that could threaten the wearer's safety.

However, when capacious backpacks are used in this way, i.e. with

external objects mounted using vertically spaced, horizontal straps, and

lateral side compression straps fully tightened in order to minimise the size

of the sack, this still leaves the backpack bulky and oversize and leads to

externally mounted bags and other objects being fitted haphazardly and

jostling together when the backpack is in use.

Soldiers often have to spend many nights away from base and for this

reason a survival bag is generally carried in the pack. Whereas survival

bags used by members of the general public are brightly coloured, so that

they may more easily be found by search teams, in the armed forces the

survival bags are camouflaged to make them difficult to spot by enemy

forces. However, whilst camouflaging is beneficial when actually using the

bag, it makes the folded bag more difficult to find in the pack and for this

reason bags are often misplaced or lost. Further, when the folded bag has



settled to the bottom of the sack beneath lots of other equipment

invaluable time is wasted in looking for it.

Attaching systems that use interlocking removable straps for the purpose

of removably attaching bags, pockets and other objects to a backpack,

foundation garment or assault pack that is fitted with vertically spaced,

horizontal straps, are known. Attaching systems that facilitate rapid

removal of bags and other objects have long been in use, especially

where it is desirous to shed weight and/or bulk quickly-such as in

situations where rapid and unhindered evacuation over and through rough

terrain is necessary.

An example of prior art relating to such attaching systems is to be found in

US5724707A - where the bag or other object to be mounted has at least

one locking strap. The at least one locking strap is fixedly attached to the

mounting face of the bag or object, this face also being supplied with a

plurality of vertically spaced, horizontal straps. The locking strap is

intended to be fed through the straps of the foundation garment and the

straps of the bag or object, in an alternating manner in order to removably

attach the bag or object to the foundation garment or assault pack. The

end of the at least one locking strap is then attached via a press stud, or

other means, to the bag or object for further security and to guard against

accidental detachment or unintended separation of the object from the

foundation garment.

This system suffers from it being very difficult to gain access to thread the

locking strap that is attached to the bag or object, alternately through the

vertically spaced, horizontal straps of the mounting garment and through

those of the object, whilst the garment and object are in close proximity to

each other. It can be appreciated that it would also be very difficult to



remove the bag or object quickly, as the locking strap must first be

removed before the object can be separated from the garment. This action

is almost impossible when the soldier is on active duty in the field, or when

visibility is poor. The use of at least two straps means that difficulties are

doubled.

US7080430B2 Shows a system wherein the locking strap is separate and

independent of the bag or object and in use is pushed into engagement

with moulded apertures in the foundation garment or assault pack, and on

the mounting surface of the bag or object, the apertures being used in

place of horizontal straps. The locking strap, once inserted alternately

through the vertically spaced, horizontal straps of the garment and the

object apertures, is secured via engagement with a projection which is

designed to stand proud of the mounting face of the bag or object.

This system suffers from the locking strap being difficult to firmly grasp,

especially when the soldier is wearing gloves. Moreover the strap must

first be disengaged from the projection, access to achieve this being

restricted and problematic. Further, at least two straps are required to

secure the bag or object adequately. The removal of two or more straps is

of course more time-consuming than removing just one!

The above mentioned systems, and other examples of prior art not

referred to here, suffer from inherent shortcomings in that rapid removal of

the locking strap or straps and separation of the bag or object from a

backpack, foundation garment or assault pack is not easily possible.

Security devices provided at the end of the locking strap(s) to facilitate

anchorage, such as press studs and the like, invariably snag against the

edges of vertically spaced, horizontal straps during attempted removal,

invariably causing lengthy delays.



Locking straps that engage with security devices or projections do not

readily disengage when required to do so. Where the locking strap is

attached to the bag or other object, access to the back of the bag or object

for the purpose of inserting and removing the locking strap is severely

restricted, causing frustration and delays.

Where a plurality of individual locking straps is used, the removal of these

straps is time consuming and fiddly - especially when the user is wearing

gloves. Soldiers in action must rely on effective and efficient quick-release

features; their lives may at times depend on them!

There thus a benefit in providing an improved backpack which addresses

or mitigates one or more of the above problems.

According to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided a backpack

comprising a support frame and a collapsible sack being formed by at

least one wall, the wall having inner and outer surfaces, the inner surface

defining an internal compartment for containing an item; the sack being

mountable on the frame; the at least one wall comprising at least three fold

lines along which the at least one wall is foldable so as to form at least one

pleat; the pleat is configured such that the outer surface of the wall portion

defining the pleat is deployable so as to define an outer compartment for

containing an item; the at least one wall being moveable between a first,

extended position in which the volume of the internal compartment is

maximised and a second, collapsed position in which the at least one wall

is folded about the at least three fold lines so as to form the at least one

pleat and to minimise the volume of the internal compartment.



In this way, the internal compartment is moveable between a fully stowed

position wherein the volume of the internal compartment is minimised and

a fully extended position wherein the volume of the internal compartment

is maximised. This allows the backpack to be converted from a normal

capacious backpack configuration to a configuration which allows it to form

the foundation for an assault pack.

It is preferred that the at least one wall is foldable so as to form a plurality

of pleats.

Preferably the at least one wall comprises at least three fold lines along

which the at least one wall is foldable to define a first pleat and at least two

further fold lines along which the at least one wall is foldable to define a

second pleat. Specifically, the first and second pleats have a common fold

line therebetween.

Each pleat is preferably configured such that a portion of the outer surface

of the wall portion defining the pleat is deployable so as to define an outer

compartment for containing an item.

Preferably the pleat is defined by two outer fold lines and an inner fold line.

The outer fold lines preferably have a wall portion extending

therebetween, which wall portion may be folded inwards at each outer fold

line toward the inner fold line.

Preferably the inner fold line forms the apex of the pleat and is within the

inner compartment when the pleat is fully stowed. In such an

arrangement, when the wall is in the first position, the wall portion of the

pleat forms an integral part of the fully extended wall of the sack and the

outer compartment is no longer defined.



In certain embodiments, further comprising at least one securing element

operable to retain an item contained in the outer compartment(s). More

specifically, the securing elements(s) may be an adjustable cord, tape,

strap or the like.

In preferred embodiments, the backpack comprises at least one adjustable

element operable to allow the at least one wall to be moved between the

first and second positions. It is preferred that the adjustable element is

releasably fixable in at least two positions so as to be operable to retain

the at least one wall in at least the first and second positions. It is

preferred that the adjustable element is releasably fixable in three or more

positions so as to be operable to retain the at least one wall in the first and

second positions and any intermediate position therebetween.

In certain embodiments, the securing element(s) and the adjustable

element(s) are one and the same.

In alternative embodiments, the securing element(s) and the adjustable

element(s) are separate.

The securing element(s) and/or the adjustable element(s) may be an

elastic or, alternatively, an inelastic material.

The adjustable element(s) may be a drawstring or the like as is common in

the art.

In exemplary embodiments, the backpack further comprises at least one

fastener element for securing the at least one wall in the second position.



The fastener element may be any suitable type known in the art, for

example may comprise a strap and buckle arrangement, a snap fastener,

a button, a clasp, a zipper or a twist lock.

In preferred embodiments, the support frame comprises a substantially

rigid mounting frame comprising supporting members and attachment

points for receiving elements of a modular backpack.

Preferably the sack is removably attached to the attachment points of the

mounting frame by means of webbing, straps or cords.

The backpack may further comprise a shoulder strap as known in the art.

The shoulder strap preferably comprises a shoulder strap element that is

removably attached to the mounting frame by threading the shoulder strap

element between and around support members of the mounting frame.

The shoulder strap element may be supplied with a pair of removable

cushioned shoulder pads.

The backpack may also further comprising a pair of shoulder blade

cushioning pad elements that are separately and removably attached to

one or more support members of the mounting frame. It is preferred that

each shoulder blade cushioning pad comprises an outer cover that can be

removed from the internal cushion, allowing the pads to be fully serviced

or repaired.

The backpack may comprise a back cushioning support element that is

removably attached to one or more support members of the mounting

frame.



In exemplary embodiments, the back cushioning support element

comprises an outer cover that can be removed from the internal cushion,

allowing the support to be fully serviced or repaired. The outer cover of

the back cushioning support element may be constructed to allow the

through insertion of a strap, for use as a waist belt.

Preferably the sack incorporates a transverse pocket across a section of

the sack for locating a top edge of the mounting frame and to assist in

distributing forces that result from the carriage of a heavy pay load.

Preferably the backpack may comprises a completely detachable lid.

According to a second aspect of the invention, there is provided a

backpack comprising of a mounting frame, shoulder straps, cushioning

pads, a sack and a lid, the sack having an anterior face, two lateral sides,

an outer face that includes multiple vertically spaced, horizontal straps,

and a base, the sack being constructed so that the lateral sides can be

folded inward to allow the outer face to be pushed back towards the

mounting frame, thereby making the backpack suitable for conversion into

a substantially flat foundation pack for the purpose of attaching and

carrying utility bags and other objects on the outside of the pack, using the

multiple vertically spaced, horizontal straps.

Thus a backpack according to the first aspect of the invention provides a

backpack that includes means for converting the sack to meet a variety of

needs and uses.

Preferably conversion from a backpack to a foundation pack is achieved

by inwardly folding the lateral sides of the sack, whilst fully tightening a

plurality of lateral-side-mounted compression straps.



In a preferred embodiment of the second aspect of the invention,

conversion from a backpack to a low capacity pack is achieved by partial

folding of the lateral sides of the sack and partial tightening of lateral-side-

mounted compression straps.

In a further embodiment of the second aspect of the invention, the outer

face of the sack is fitted with a plurality of compression straps to facilitate

conversion of the pack for the carriage of externally mounted cargo.

Preferably the backpack can be converted to provide dual external

mounting bays by full tightening of outer-face-mounted compression

straps.

Preferably the backpack can be converted to provide three external

mounting bays by partial tightening of outer-face-mounted and lateral-side-

mounted compression straps.

Preferably the backpack also comprises a plurality of vertical compression

straps that can be used separately from lid fixing straps and other

compression straps.

In an exemplary embodiment of the second aspect of the invention, the

backpack comprises a sack that incorporates an integral survival bag.

The backpack thus provides an incorporated survival tool. The survival

bag can be used by a user to limit contact with elements such as rain,

water, wind or snow which would affect the body temperature of the user

or to protect the user from abrasive elements such as sand.



In addition, the survival bag can be used as a bivouac sack or bivvy bag

thus reducing the need for a tent or shelter.

Preferably the survival bag is fixedly attached at the mouth of the sack to

allow the cargo compartment of the sack to be closed and used for

storage whilst the survival bag is in use.

According to a third aspect of the invention, there is provided a modular

backpack comprising, in combination, a mounting frame that is

substantially rigid and comprises supporting members and attachment

points for receiving essential elements of a modular backpack; a sack

element that is removably attached to the attachment points of the

mounting frame by means of webbing, straps or cords; a shoulder strap

element that is removably attached to the frame by threading the strap

between and around support members of the mounting frame; a pair of

shoulder blade cushioning pad elements that are separately and

removably attached to one or more support members of the mounting

frame, and a back cushioning and support element that is removably

attached to one or more support members of the mounting frame, whereby

the backpack is fully field-serviceable, the wearer being able to remove

and replace all of the above elements without the aid of tools.

The modular backpack according to a third aspect of the invention thus

provides an improved, fully field-serviceable, modular backpack that

incorporates many replaceable features and facilitates rapid and

convenient field-servicing when required.

Preferably the sack element incorporates a transverse pocket across the

back face of the sack for locating the top edge of the mounting frame and



to assist in distributing forces that result from the carriage of a heavy

payload.

In exemplary embodiments of the third aspect of the invention, the sack is

supplied with a completely detachable lid.

Preferably the shoulder strap element is supplied with a pair of removable

cushioned shoulder pads.

In exemplary embodiment of the third aspect of the invention, each

shoulder blade cushioning pad element comprises an outer cover that can

be removed from the internal cushion, allowing the pads to be fully

serviced or repaired.

Preferably the back cushioning support element comprises an outer cover

that can be removed from the internal cushion, allowing the support to be

fully serviced or repaired.

Preferably the outer cover of the back cushioning support element is

constructed to allow the through insertion of a strap, for use as a waist

belt.

According to a fourth aspect of the invention, there is provided a locking

strap, for use with a backpack, foundation pack or assault pack that has

vertically spaced, horizontal straps for removably attaching bags and other

objects, wherein the two ends of the strap are inserted, a transverse

distance apart from each other, separately and alternately through the

vertically spaced, horizontal straps of a backpack, foundation pack or

assault pack, the locking strap ends when fully inserted being then

releasably anchored to prevent accidental withdrawal or the locking strap.



Thus a locking strap according to a fourth aspect of the invention provides

a locking strap which overcomes the difficulties currently encountered

when attempting to quickly remove and separate utility bags or other

objects from the mounting faces of backpacks, foundation packs or assault

packs.

Preferably each of the locking strap ends is anchored using a quick-

release anchorage point.

Preferably the locking strap ends are provided with loops that can be

removably attached to security toggles or buttons that are secure to the

backpack, foundation pack, assault pack or utility bag.

More preferably the security toggles or buttons are attached to elastic

cord, the other end of which is securely attached to the backpack,

foundation pack, assault pack or utility bag.

Most preferably the security toggles or buttons are attached to elasticised

cord loops that are wrapped around one of the horizontal straps of the

utility bag, backpack, foundation pack or assault pack and secured by

passing the cord loop back over the toggle or button, so that the toggle or

button and cord can be easily removed for repair or replacement.

Throughout the description and claims of this specification, the words

"comprise" and "contain" and variations of the words, for example

"comprising" and "comprises", means "including but not limited to", and is

not intended to (and does not) exclude other components, integers or

steps.



Throughout the description and claims of this specification, the singular

encompasses the plural unless the context otherwise requires. In

particular, where the indefinite article is used, the specification is to be

understood as contemplating plurality as well as singularity, unless the

context requires otherwise.

The invention will now be described by way of non-limiting example, with

reference being made to the following drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows a perspective view of the backpack from the wearer's side;

Figures 2a - 2c portrays views of the sack (detached from its frame for

clarity) to show how it can be folded down flat;

Figure 2d is a view as 2c but from the open end of the sack;

Figure 3a is a perspective view from the wearer's side showing

compression straps partly tightened and the pack size reduced;

Figure 3b is a sectional view through the reduced pack of Figure 3a

depicting the reduced volume of the internal compartment;

Figure 4a is a perspective view from the wearer's side showing

compression straps fully tightened and the pack converted for use as a

foundation for an assault pack;

Figure 4b is a sectional view through the foundation pack;

Figure 5 is a view on the rear face of the pack portrayed in Figs 4a

showing the compression straps;



Figure 6a is a view on the rear face of the pack portraying how the pack

can be reconfigured to provide two external pockets for carrying missiles

and other objects;

Figure 6b is a view on the rear face of the pack portraying how the pack

can be reconfigured to provide three external pockets for carrying missiles

and other objects;

Figure 7a shows a perspective view with an integral survival bag

deployed;

Figures 7b and 7c are sectional views to show how the survival bag is

attached to the sack;

Figure 8a shows a perspective view of a mounting frame element;

Figure 8b shows a perspective view of a sack element;

Figure 8c is a sectional view showing how the top edge of a mounting

frame element engages with the transverse pocket of a sack element;

Figure 8d shows a perspective view of a sack and mounting frame

combined;

Figure 9a shows a set of back cushioning pad elements;

Figure 9b shows a shoulder strap ready for fitting;

Figure 9c shows a perspective view of a single shoulder cushioning pad

element;



Figure 10 shows a perspective view as Fig 8d but with back cushioning

pads attached;

Figure 11 shows the lid element of a sack as it would appear when

detached;

Figure 12 shows a perspective view of a completely assembled backpack;

Figure 13a shows a foundation pack with vertically spaced, horizontal

straps;

Figure 13b is a part sectional view to show the channels between the

mounting face and straps, formed by stitching at intervals;

Figure 14a depicts a utility bag of a type used with assault packs and two

security toggles removable attached to the bag via loops of elasticised

cord;

Figure 14b shows a locking strap, formed in an extended U shape, ready

for insertion through the vertically spaced, horizontal straps of a utility bag

and foundation pack;

Figure 15a is an end view of a utility bag part-way attached to a mounting

face to more clearly show how the locking strap is interwoven between

horizontal straps;

Figure 15b is a top end view of the utility bag attached to a mounting face

with the top main loop of the locking strap clearly visible and forming an

obvious handle;



Figure 16a shows the bottom end of a utility bag in close contact with a

mounting face; and

Figure 16b shows the same view but with both legs of the locking strap

secured to the security toggles.

While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific embodiments thereof are shown by way of example in the

drawings and will herein be described in detail. It should be understood

that the drawings and detailed description thereof are not intended to limit

the invention to the particular form disclosed, but on the contrary, the

intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents and alternatives falling

within the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

Further, although the invention will be described in terms of specific

embodiments, it will be understood that various elements of the specific

embodiments of the invention will be applicable to all embodiments

disclosed herein.

In the drawings, the same features are denoted by the same reference

signs throughout.

An embodiment of a backpack according to a first aspect of the invention

will now be described with reference to Figures 1 - 6b.

The backpack comprises a support frame (20) and a collapsible sack ( 10)

being formed by at least one wall (50) having inner and outer surfaces (51 ,

52).



The sack ( 10) is mountable on the support frame (20) and may be

releasably attached to the support frame (20).

The backpack further comprises a lid (19), shoulder straps (21 ) and a

lower back cushioning pad (22) which may be constructed in a manner

known in the art or as later described with reference to the a third aspect

of the invention.

In the embodiment shown, the sack comprises four walls defining a back

panel ( 1 1) , two side panels ( 13) and a front panel ( 15). The inner surfaces

(51 ) of the panels define an internal compartment (53) for containing an

item therein.

Each panel is connected to an adjacent panel at an edge thereof.

The two side panels ( 13) and the front panel ( 15) each comprise three fold

lines (54) along which they are foldable so as to form at least one pleat

(55). The pleat is defined by the two outer fold lines (54a) and an inner

fold line (54b) wherein the inner fold line (54b) forms the apex of the pleat

(55) and is within the inner compartment (53) when the pleat (55) is fully

stowed (see Figure 2d).

In the embodiment shown, the edges of the side panels (13) and the front

panel ( 15) define their respective outer fold lines (54a). As such, the side

panels ( 13) and the front panel (15) extend between their respective outer

fold lines (54a).

The pleat (55) is configured such that the outer surface (52) of the side

panels ( 13) and the outer surface (52) the front panel (15) are deployable

so as to define an outer compartment (56) for containing an item (see



Figures 6a and 6b). The side panels (13) are each moveable between a

first, extended position in which the volume of the internal compartment

(53) is maximised (see Figure 2a) and a second, collapsed position in

which the side panel is folded about the three fold lines (54) so as to form

the at least one pleat (55) and to minimise the volume of the internal

compartment (53) (see Figures 2b - 2c).

Referring to Figures 6a and 6b, the pleats (55) of the side panels ( 13) and

the front panel ( 15) are show in deployed state. In figure 6a, the pleats

(55) of the side panels are deployed to define two outer compartments for

containing an item. In figure 6b, the pleats (55) of the side panels and the

front panel are deployed to define three outer compartments (56) for

containing an item.

As can be seen in figures 6a and 6b, the pleats of the side panels ( 13) and

of the front panel (15) have a common fold line therebetween defined by

their adjoining edge.

The backpack further comprises at least one securing element operable to

retain an item contained in the outer compartment(s) and at least one

adjustable element operable to allow the side walls to be moved between

the first and second positions.

In the embodiment shown, the securing element(s) and the adjustable

element(s) are one and the same, and are in the form of three

compression straps (24, 27) mounted on the outer surface of each of the

front panel ( 15) and the two side panels ( 13). The compression straps

(24, 27) are orientated in a direction substantially perpendicular to the

inner fold line (54b) and extend across the inner fold line (54b). The

compression straps (24) which extend across the outer surface of a side



panel ( 13) define lateral-side-mounted compression straps, while the

compression straps (27) which extend across the front panel ( 15) define

front-mounted compression straps.

It would be understood that while the securing element(s) and the

adjustable elements(s) are shown as one, this is not necessarily the case,

as they may be separate element(s).

Each lateral-side-mounted compression strap (24) is releasably fixable in

at least two positions so as to be operable to retain the side walls in at

least the first and second positions.

In the embodiment shown, each compression strap (24, 27) is releasably

fixable in three or more positions, with the lateral-side-mounted

compression straps configured so as to be operable to retain the side

walls in the first and second positions and any intermediate position

therebetween.

In use, when a user wishes to utilise the backpack as a normal backpack,

he slackens the compressions straps (24, 27) so as to maximise the

volume of the internal compartment (53).

Once a payload has been placed in the internal compartment (53), the

sack ( 10) may be adjusted in size to more closely wrap around the

payload being carried by partially tightening the lateral-side-mounted

compression straps (24) and/or the front-mounted compression straps

(27). Figure 3b depicts a reduced volume internal compartment (53)

resulting from the partial tightening the lateral-side-mounted compression

straps (24) and/or the front-mounted compression straps (27).



If the user wishes to convert the backpack into the foundation for an

assault pack, he fully tightens the lateral-side-mounted compression

straps (24) so as to deploy the side panel pleats (55) such that the inner

fold line (54b) of each side panel forms the apex of their respective pleat

(55) and is within the inner compartment (53) when the pleat (55) is fully

stowed (see Figure 4b). As the lateral-side-mounted compression straps

(24) are fully tightened, the sack ( 10) will be retained in the fully collapsed

position until the straps (24) are loosen.

If the user wants to carry an item such as a missile, he can convert the

backpack to define one or more outer compartments (56) for containing

the item. To do this, the user simply tightens the lateral-side-mounted

compression straps (24) and/or the front-mounted compression straps (27)

as required. For example, by fully tightening the front-mounted

compression strap (27) the front panel pleat (55) will be deployed such

that the inner fold line (54b) of the front panel forms the apex of the pleat

(55) and is within the inner compartment (53) when the pleat (55) is fully

stowed (see Figure 6a). This will result in the creation of two outer

compartments (56) wherein an item can be received defined by the outer

surface of the side panels ( 13). The item can be secured in the outer

compartment (56) by adjusting the lateral-side-mounted compression

straps (24).

Three outer compartments can be achieved by partial tightening the front-

mounted compression straps (27) rather than fully tightening the front-

mounted compression straps (27).

An embodiment of a backpack according to a second aspect of the

invention will now be described with reference to Figures 1 - 7c. Referring

firstly to Figure 1, the backpack is shown as a fully extended backpack ( 1 )



and comprises a sack ( 10) with a lid ( 19), the sack ( 10) being attached to

a support frame (20). Also attached to the support frame (20) are two

cushioned shoulder straps (21 ) , two shoulder blade cushioning pads (22),

and a lower back cushioning pad (23). Horizontal side-mounted

compression straps (24) are shown on each lateral side ( 13) of the sack

( 10).

When it is desired to reduce the front to back dimension of the sack ( 10),

so that the sack will fit more closely around the cargo being carried, side-

mounted compression straps (24) can be tightened by pulling the ends of

the straps (24) through locking buckles (26).

Figure 2a depicts a sack (10) that, for the sake of clarity, has been

detached from its support frame and is laid on its back ( 1 1) ; the sack lid

and compression straps have also been omitted. Figure 2b shows an

interim stage of the progressive folding of the sack to more dearly indicate

how the construction at the bottom end (12) allows the sack ( 10) to be

folded, the side panels ( 13) being pushed toward the centre of the sack,

between the front or outer face (14) and the back ( 1 1) , during folding until

the sack is completely flat, as in Figure 2c. Figure 2d depicts the open

mouth of the sack ( 10) and shows how the two sides ( 13) of the sack ( 10)

have been pushed towards the centre to facilitate folding.

Figures 3a & 3b show a reduced backpack (2), with shoulder straps and

cushioning pads removed for clarity, wherein the sack ( 10) has been

adjusted in size to more closely wrap around the payload being carried, or

to provide a smaller lightweight sack, the side-mounted compression

straps (24) and the face-mounted compression straps (27) having been

partly tightened, as well as the vertical compression straps (28). The

vertical straps are more clearly shown in Figure 5 .



Figures 4a & 4b show a flat foundation pack (3), with shoulder straps and

cushioning pads removed for clarity, wherein the sack (10) has been fully

flattened and compressed around the support frame (20), the lateral side-

mounted compression straps (24) having been fully tightened, as well as

the vertical compression straps (28). The vertical straps are more clearly

shown in Figure 5 .

Figure 5 depicts the outer or front face ( 14) of the pack, but with the usual

vertically spaced, horizontal webbing used for mounting external bags and

other objects removed for clarity. Vertical (28) and horizontal face-

mounted (27) compression straps for adjusting the extent of the front or

outer face (14) of the sack are shown, as well as horizontal side-mounted

straps (24) for adjusting the sides ( 13) of the sack ( 10).

Figure 6a depicts a backpack configured for carrying missiles etc wherein

the face-mounted compression straps (27) are shown fully tightened to

draw the two side edges (29) of the front face (14) together, the resulting

bays (30) at each corner being used, in conjunction with straps (24), to

carry missiles or other large objects.

Figure 6b shows the face-mounted straps (27) partly tightened and the

backpack configured to receive up to three missiles at once.

Figure 7a is an external view of the sack ( 10) with the integral survival bag

(31 ) fully deployed.

Figures 7b & 7c are sectional views through the sack ( 10) and survival bag

(31 ) , wherein the bag (31 ) is sewn onto the outer end (32) of an annular

collar (33), the inner end (34) of the collar being secured to the inwardly



turned lip (35) of the sack ( 10). Also connected to the inner end (34) of the

collar (33) is an internal storm cover (36), which can be used to protect the

contents of the sack ( 10) when the survival bag is in use. When not in use

the survival bag (31 ) is gathered and stored around the mouth of the sack,

between the lip (35) and the collar (33).

Referring to Figures 8a - 8d, a mounting frame element and a sack

element forming part of a backpack according to a third aspect of the

invention is shown. The mounting frame element defines the support

frame (20) of the backpack, while the sack element defines the sack ( 10)

of the backpack. The mounting frame element (20) incorporates a plurality

of holes ( 1 11) along each vertical edge ( 1 12), and a number of support

members ( 1 15) for the releasable attachment of a variety of elements. The

sack element ( 10) incorporates two side flaps ( 12 1) , each flap ( 12 1)

incorporating a plurality of eyeleted holes ( 122) that correspond with the

holes ( 1 11) in the mounting frame (20). In addition, the sack element ( 10)

incorporates an inverted transverse pocket ( 123) integrated into its back

face ( 124) in close proximity to the upper edge ( 125).

When it is desired to assemble the mounting frame (20) and sack (10)

elements together, the top edge ( 1 13) of mounting frame (20) is first

located into transverse pocket (123) so that the transverse pocket ( 123)

encloses the top edge ( 1 13) of the mounting frame (20). The purpose of

pocket ( 123) is twofold; to locate the frame (20) to the sack ( 10) and also

to help support the sack (10) and distribute forces equally along the top

edge ( 1 13) of the support frame (20), particularly when a heavy payload is

being carried within the sack (10).

The sack element ( 10) is then removably attached to the mounting frame

(20) using two straps ( 126), positioned at the upper edge ( 125) of sack



( 10), and a single length of nylon cord ( 127) that is laced alternately

through eyeleted holes ( 122) and frame holes ( 1 11) to bring sack ( 10) and

frame (20) together. The cord ( 127) is then drawn tight to cause the flaps

( 12 1) to move into tight contact with the frame edges ( 1 12), the two ends

of the cord ( 127) being knotted together at a convenient position near to

the top edge ( 1 13) of frame (20).

Referring now to Figures 9a - 10, cushioning pads are provided, two

vertical pads ( 130) are used to cushion the loads bearing against the

wearer's shoulder blades and one horizontal pad (131 ) is used to support

the frame (20) against the wearer's lower back. Cushioning pads ( 130,

13 1) may be made from plastic foam blocks and contained within fabric or

plastic covers that can be easily removed and serviced, repaired or

replaced whilst in the field. The cushioning pads ( 130, 13 1) are releasably

attached to the frame using straps (not shown).

A single shoulder strap ( 132) is provided, the strap ( 132) being removably

attached to the frame by threading the strap between and around support

members of the mounting frame (20) in a figure-of-eight manner, the two

ends of the strap ( 132) being then attached to the lower edge ( 1 14) of the

frame (20), to allow the pack to be carried on the shoulders of the user.

Detachable shoulder cushioning pads ( 133), with integral adjustment

straps (134), are provided for insertion over the shoulder strap ( 132), one

for each shoulder, to help protect the wearer's shoulders when heavy

payloads are being carried.

Referring to Figs 11 & 12 a lid (19) is provided that is removably attached

to the top of the sack ( 10) by two securing straps (141 ) . The effective

length of the sack ( 10) can be increased to accommodate increased

payload, by loosening and extending straps (141 ) ; or the lid ( 19) can be



removed from the sack ( 10) completely by undoing straps (141 ) , permitting

the backpack to be used open-topped as a general purpose carrier or

whenever the payload is longer than can be accommodated beneath the

lid ( 19).

It is also possible to remove the sack ( 10) from the frame (20), so that the

sack can be used separately - for example as a stuff sack, utility bag or for

any other general purpose.

Optionally, cushioning pad ( 13 1) may be provided with a rear opening to

allow insertion of a waist strap (not shown) horizontally through between

the pad and frame.

Referring to Figures 13a and 13b, the outer face of an embodiment of a

foundation pack (21 0) is shown. The outer face of the foundation pack

(21 0) defines a mounting face (21 2) onto which payload may be attached

to be carried. The foundation pack (21 0) incorporates a plurality of

vertically spaced, horizontal straps (21 1) that are attached to the mounting

face (21 2) of the pack (21 0) using robust machine stitching (213) at

predetermined intervals in order to create vertical channels (214) between

the straps (21 1) , the mounting face (21 2) and the stitching (21 3).

Referring to Figure 14a, an embodiment of a utility bag (215) which is

attachable to the mounting face (21 2) of the pack (21 0) is shown. The

utility bag (21 5) incorporates a plurality of vertically spaced, horizontal

straps (21 6) that are attached to a mounting face (21 7) of the utility bag

(21 5) to create vertical channels (21 8) between the straps (21 6), the

mounting face (217) and the stitching (219). The utility bag (215) further

comprises a plurality of toggles (220, 221 ) , two toggles are shown in the



figure, attached via elasticised cord loops (222, 223) to the central portion

of the lowest horizontal strap (224) of the utility bag (21 5).

Figure 14b shows an embodiment of a locking strap (227) used to attach

the utility bag (21 5) to the foundation pack (21 0).

In Figure 15a the utility bag (21 5) has been shown in a raised position,

separated from the foundation pack (210) to more clearly show the paths

or the two ends (225,226) of the locking strap (227) as they pass

alternately through the channels (214) of the foundation pack (21 0), and

the corresponding channels of the utility bag (21 5), the two ends (225,226)

of the strap (227) being threaded through at a transverse distance apart,

i.e. down both sides of the utility bag.

When the two ends (225, 226) of the locking strap (227) are fully inserted

through the channels (214,218), see Figure 16a, the two ends (225, 26)

are drawn tight so that the utility bag (21 5) is pulled into close contact with

the foundation pack (21 0).

When the two small loops (228, 229) at the locking strap ends (225, 226)

are passed over the security toggles (220, 221 ) , as in Figure 16b, the

locking strap (227) is then protected against accidental or unintended

removal. Also, the main loop of the locking strap (227), at the opposite end

of the utility bag (215), then forms a handle (230) (Figure 15b), which can

accommodate a gloved hand.

When it is desired to disengage and remove utility bags or other objects

from the foundation pack, the loops (228, 229) of the locking strap (227)

are first detached from both security toggles (21 0, 221 ) . The handle (230)

of the locking strap (227) is then tightly grasped and the entire strap (227)



is pulled upward and outward, to completely withdraw it in a single

operation from the channel of the utility bag (214) and the channel (21 8) of

the foundation pack. The utility bag or other object is thereby quickly and

completely detached from the foundation pack.

It will be appreciated from the forgoing that the intention behind the

development of this specialist pack is to provide a backpack that can be

compressed or converted to a day pack, a specialised missile carrier, or a

foundation for an assault pack or it can be used with the integral survival

bag deployed.

It will be appreciated from the forgoing that the intention behind the

development of this specialist pack is to provide a modular backpack that

is fully field-serviceable and adaptable, allowing on-the-spot repairs to, or

replacement of, any of the individual elements that make up the backpack,

as well as allowing total improvisation for when the user is in a remote and

harsh environment.



CLAIMS

1. A backpack comprising a support frame and a collapsible sack being

formed by at least one wall, the wall having inner and outer surfaces,

the inner surface defining an internal compartment for containing an

item; the sack being mountable on the support frame; the at least one

wall comprising at least three fold lines along which the at least one

wall is foldable so as to form at least one pleat; the pleat is configured

such that the outer surface of the wall portion defining the pleat is

deployable so as to define an outer compartment for containing an

item; the at least one wall being moveable between a first, extended

position in which the volume of the internal compartment is maximised

and a second, collapsed position in which the at least one wall is

folded about the at least three fold lines so as to form the at least one

pleat and to minimise the volume of the internal compartment.

2 . A backpack according to claim 1 wherein the at least one wall is

foldable so as to form a plurality of pleats.

3 . A backpack according to claim 1 or 2 wherein the at least one wall

comprises at least three fold lines along which the at least one wall is

foldable to define a first pleat and at least two further fold lines along

which the at least one wall is foldable to define a second pleat.

4 . A back pack according to claim 3 wherein the first and second pleats

have a common fold line therebetween.

5 . A backpack according to any one of claims 2 to 4 wherein each pleat

is configured such that a portion of the outer surface of the wall



portion defining the pleat is deployable so as to define an outer

compartment for containing an item.

6 . A backpack according to 5 wherein the pleat is defined by two outer

fold lines and an inner fold line.

7 . A backpack according to claim 6 wherein the outer fold lines have a

wall portion extending therebetween.

8 . A backpack according to claim 6 or 7 wherein the inner fold line forms

the apex of the pleat and is within the inner compartment when the

pleat is fully stowed.

9 . A backpack according to claim 5 when dependent on claim 2 or any

claim dependent directly or indirectly upon claim 2, further comprising

at least one securing element operable to retain an item contained in

the outer compartment(s).

10 . A backpack according to any one of the preceding claims further

comprising at least one adjustable element operable to allow the at

least one wall to be moved between the first and second positions.

11. A backpack according to claim 10 wherein the adjustable element is

releasably fixable in at least two positions so as to be operable to

retain the at least one wall in at least the first and second positions.

12 . A backpack according to claim 11 wherein the adjustable element is

releasably fixable in three or more positions so as to be operable to

retain the at least one wall in the first and second positions and any

intermediate position therebetween.



13 . A backpack according to claim 1 further comprising at least one

fastener element for securing the at least one wall in the second

position.

14. A backpack according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the

support frame comprises a substantially rigid mounting frame

comprising supporting members and attachment points for receiving

elements of a modular backpack.

15 . A backpack according to claim 14 wherein the sack is removably

attached to the attachment points of the mounting frame by means of

webbing, straps or cords.

16 . A backpack according to claim 14 or 15 further comprising a shoulder

strap, the shoulder strap comprising a shoulder strap element that is

removably attached to the mounting frame by threading the shoulder

strap element between and around support members of the mounting

frame.

17 . A backpack as claimed in claim 16 wherein the shoulder strap

element is supplied with a pair of removable cushioned shoulder pads.

18 . A backpack according to any one of claims 14 to 18 further comprising

a pair of shoulder blade cushioning pad elements that are separately

and removably attached to one or more support members of the

mounting frame.



19 . A backpack according to claim 18 wherein each shoulder blade

cushioning pad comprises an outer cover that can be removed from

the internal cushion, allowing the pads to be fully serviced or repaired.

20. A backpack according to any one of claims 14 to 19 further comprising

a back cushioning support element that is removably attached to one

or more support members of the mounting frame.

2 1 . A backpack as claimed in claim 20 wherein the back cushioning

support element comprises an outer cover that can be removed from

the internal cushion, allowing the support to be fully serviced or

repaired.

22. A backpack as in claim 2 1 wherein the outer cover of the back

cushioning support element is constructed to allow the through

insertion of a strap, for use as a waist belt.

23. A backpack as in claim 14 to 22 wherein the sack incorporates a

transverse pocket across a section of the sack for locating a top edge

of the mounting frame and to assist in distributing forces that result

from the carriage of a heavy pay load.

24. A backpack as claimed in anyone of the preceding claims further

comprising a completely detachable lid.

25. A backpack comprising of a mounting frame, shoulder straps,

cushioning pads, a sack and a lid, the sack having an anterior face,

two lateral sides, an outer face that includes multiple vertically spaced,

horizontal straps, and a base, the sack being constructed so that the

lateral sides can be folded inward to allow the outer face to be pushed



back towards the mounting frame, thereby making the backpack

suitable for conversion into a substantially flat foundation pack for the

purpose of attaching and carrying utility bags and other objects on the

outside of the pack, using the multiple vertically spaced, horizontal

straps.

26. A backpack as in claim 25 wherein conversion to a foundation pack is

achieved by inwardly folding the lateral sides of the sack, whilst fully

tightening a plurality of lateral-side-mounted compression straps.

27. A backpack as in claim 25 wherein conversion to a low capacity pack

is achieved by partial folding of the lateral sides of the sack and partial

tightening of lateral-side-mounted compression straps.

28. A backpack as in any previous claim wherein the outer face of the

sack is fitted with a plurality of compression straps to facilitate

conversion of the pack for the carriage of externally mounted cargo.

29. A backpack as in claim 28 wherein the pack can be converted to

provide dual external mounting bays by full tightening of outer-face-

mounted compression straps.

30. A backpack as in claim 28 wherein the pack can be converted to

provide three external mounting bays by partial tightening of outer-

face-mounted and lateral-side-mounted compression straps.

3 1 . A backpack as in any one of claims 24 to 30, which further comprises

a plurality of vertical compression straps that can be used separately

from ltd fixing straps and other compression straps.



32. A backpack comprising a sack that incorporates an integral survival

bag.

33. A backpack as in claim 32 wherein the survival bag is fixedly attached

at the mouth of the sack to allow the cargo compartment of the sack to

be closed and used for storage whilst the survival bag is in use.

34. A modular backpack comprising, in combination:

- a mounting frame that is substantially rigid and comprises

supporting members and attachment points for receiving essential

elements of a modular backpack

- a sack element that is removably attached to the attachment points

of the mounting frame by means of webbing, straps or cords

- a shoulder strap element that is removably attached to the frame by

threading the strap between and around support members of the

mounting frame

- a pair of shoulder blade cushioning pad elements that are

separately and removably attached to one or more support

members of the mounting frame

- a back cushioning and support element that is removably attached

to one or more support members of the mounting frame

whereby the backpack is fully field-serviceable, the wearer being able

to remove and replace all of the above elements without the aid of

tools.

35. A backpack as in claim 34 wherein the sack element incorporates a

transverse pocket across the back face of the sack for locating the top

edge of the mounting frame and to assist in distributing forces that

result from the carriage of a heavy pay load.



36. A backpack as in claims 34 or 35 wherein the sack element is

supplied with a completely detachable lid.

37. A backpack as in any one of claims 34 to 36 wherein the shoulder

strap element is supplied with a pair of removable cushioned shoulder

pads.

38. A backpack as in any one of claims 34 to 37 wherein each shoulder

blade cushioning pad element comprises an outer cover that can be

removed from the internal cushion, allowing the pads to be fully

serviced or repaired.

39. A backpack as in any one of claims 34 to 38 wherein the back

cushioning support element comprises an outer cover that can be

removed from the internal cushion, allowing the support to be fully

serviced or repaired.

40. A backpack as in claim 39 wherein the outer cover of the back

cushioning support element is constructed to allow the through

insertion of a strap, for use as a waist belt.

4 1 . A locking strap, for use with a backpack, foundation pack or assault

pack that has vertically spaced, horizontal straps for removably

attaching bags and other objects, wherein the two ends of the strap

are inserted, a transverse distance apart from each other, separately

and alternately through the vertically spaced, horizontal straps of utility

bags or other objects, and the vertically spaced, horizontal straps of

the backpack, foundation pack or assault pack, the locking strap ends

when fully inserted being then releasably anchored to prevent

accidental withdrawal of the locking strap.



42. A locking strap as in claim 4 1 wherein each of the locking strap ends

is anchored using a quick-release anchorage point.

43. A locking strap as in claim 4 1 wherein each of the locking strap ends

is provided with a loop that can be removably attached to security

toggles or buttons that are secured to the backpack, foundation park,

assault pack or utility bag.

44. A locking strap as in claim 43 wherein the security toggles or buttons

are attached to elasticised cord, the other end of which is securely

attached to the backpack, foundation pack, assault pack or utility bag.

45. A locking strap as in claim 44 wherein the security toggles or buttons

are attached to elasticised cord loops that are wrapped around one of

the horizontal straps of the utility bag, backpack, foundation pack or

assault and secured by passing the cord loop back over the toggle, so

that subsequently the toggle and cord can be easily removed for

repair or replacement.
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